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Structural alloys applied at high temperatures rely on an external dense layer
of oxide scale for protection. As some reactive alloy components are selectively
oxidized internally, understanding how these dispersed metal oxide particles
reach the surface to form a protective scale—the so-called internal to external
oxidation transition—is crucial for designing these alloys. While the literature
is replete with experimental studies on oxidation of alloys, there is a lack of
computational studies in this realm due to the complex nature of coupled
reaction and diffusion processes in multicomponent multi-phase alloy sys-
tems. In this work, we apply a recently developed phase-field model to simu-
late the oxidation processes under different compositions and nucleation
scenarios to gain insights into how a continuous oxide scale can be established.
The results show that while alloy composition is critical for internal to
external oxidation transition, the oxide nuclei size, shape and distribution also
have significant impact on the transition kinetics.

INTRODUCTION

Oxidation resistance has long been a research
focus for high-temperature structural alloys since it
is critical that the alloys can endure the harsh
environment under service conditions.1–9 In gen-
eral, spontaneous formation of a protective oxide
(e.g., a-Al2O3, Cr2O3) layer at the surface would
greatly protect the alloy from rapid oxidation. Such
an oxidation mode is called selective oxidation as
one of the alloy elements (e.g., Al or Cr) is prefer-
entially oxidized.10–14 As the oxides mainly form at
the external surface of an alloy, this oxidation mode
is also called external oxidation. However, in some
cases, solute elements can form isolated oxide
particles inside the alloy matrix, a process called
internal oxidation. The literature is replete with
experimental studies on oxidation of alloys focused
on the effect of alloy chemical composition.9,13,14 In
contrast, little is known about other factors such as

nuclei size, shape and distribution that could sig-
nificantly alter the internal to external oxidation
transition.

Analytical models under simplified approxima-
tions have been developed to study the governing
factors for the internal-external oxidation transi-
tion.3,10,15–17 Wagner’s theory predicts that the
transition from internal to external oxidation
should occur when the volume fraction of internal
oxide (f VÞ reaches a critical value (f*).16 Although
the original Wagner’s theory enables a simple way
to evaluate the oxidation results based on the
material properties (diffusivities, alloy composi-
tions, environment oxygen partial pressure, etc.),
some assumptions are made which may impair the
validity of the analytical model. In Wagner’s theory,
one of the most important assumptions is that the
diffusivity of oxygen and diffusivities of alloy com-
ponents are constants. As a result, Wagner’s theory
predicts that the volume fraction of internal oxide
f V will also be constant at steady state. However,
the volume fraction of the internal oxide should
increase from small values when the system starts
oxidizing. Zhao et al. proposed an analytical model
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by considering the diffusivity of oxygen to be a
function of f V .17 This is because the diffusivity of
oxygen can be significantly smaller in oxides than
that in the matrix,1 i.e., the blocking effect. These
analytical models enlighten the quantitative theo-
retical study of the effect of material parameters on
the oxidation microstructure development with
information of oxidation kinetics provided. How-
ever, a number of assumptions were made to derive
the analytical solutions for complicated multi-phase
multi-component systems. For example, to simplify
the modeling system, the area mixed with matrix
phase and multiple growing oxide particles is
treated as a uniform entirety called internal oxida-
tion zone (IOZ), and the interface between IOZ and
the matrix is taken as a sharp internal oxidation
front (IOF) that possesses zero thickness. The
expansion of the IOZ is assumed independent of
the morphologies of the oxide particles.

Computational models have the potential to elim-
inate many of the assumptions in analytical models.
Battaglia et al. constructed a 1D kinetic model to
simulate the electrochemical behavior in the Fe-
Fe2O3-Fe3O4 system.18 Nijdam et al.19 modeled the
thermal oxidation of a single-phase ternary alloy
and predicted the composition-depth profiles of c-
Ni–27Cr–9Al alloys at 1100�C. Then, this model was
employed to study the oxide formation amount for a-
Al2O3, Cr2O3, NiO, etc., in Ni-Cr-Al alloy as a
function of oxidation time and compared with
experiments.8 Cheng et al. developed a Cahn-Hil-
lard reaction (CHR)-type diffuse-interface model on
high-temperature metal oxidation20 and investi-
gated the effect of electric fields within the growing
oxide films during oxidation processes.21

One of the drawbacks of most computational
models is that they are limited to one dimension
(1D) with an oxygen-oxide-alloy sandwich initial
structure. This would result in a lack of evolution-
ary information, e.g., oxide particle distribution and
the evolution of internal oxidation zone. The reason
for the limitation may be the incapability of models
to explicitly track multiple irregular alloy-oxide
interfaces. This can be solved by modeling with
the phase-field approach. In phase-field models,
different phases are described by different order
parameters, and the entire system is governed and
evolved according to the variational derivatives of
the free energy functional. With the diffuse-inter-
face description, the evolving complex morphology
of phases can be simulated without the need to
explicitly track the interfaces.22,23 This opens up the
opportunity to investigate the evolutionary
microstructure of oxidation processes at higher
dimensions. In recent phase-field modeling work
on oxidation problems, Zaeem et al. developed a
phase-field model to simulate the non-selection
oxidation kinetics in Zr-ZrO2 system considering
elastic properties.24 Sherman et al.25 constructed a
thermodynamic framework for the alloy oxidation
problem and studied the equilibrium profiles using

phase-field model. In this model, the multi-phase
system is described following Steinbach’s model and
Kim-Kim-Suzuki (KKS) models.26,27 Charged
defects as well as electric field are modeled, which
predicts the concentration profiles for charged
species and electric potential. Recently we devel-
oped a phase-field model of alloy oxidation28 to
study the morphological evolution of oxide particles
in higher dimensions as well as the internal-exter-
nal oxidation transition. Unlike the existing models,
which usually adopt the KKS model for multi-phase
multi-component description,26 our model adopted a
recently developed phase-field framework for stoi-
chiometric compound in alloys to describe the
oxidation reactions in phase-field modeling.29,30 To
demonstrate the capability of this phase-field model,
we present a systematic study on the effect of
nucleation on the oxidation results. Oxidation dia-
grams will be plotted with respect to varying alloy
composition and oxygen partial pressure.

A brief overview of the phase-field model is
outlined in Sect. ‘‘Overview of the Phase-Field
Model’’. The effects of alloy composition and oxygen
partial pressure on the oxidation results are pre-
sented in Sect. The Oxidation Results under Differ-
ent Compositions. In Sect. Effect of Nuclei Setup on
the Oxidation Results, we focus on studying the
effect of nucleation properties (e.g., nuclei size,
shape and distribution) of oxide nuclei to shed light
on the mechanism of the internal-external oxidation
transition.

OVERVIEW OF THE PHASE-FIELD MODEL

The details of the thermodynamics and kinetics of
the phase-field model are given in Ref. 26. Here we
provide a brief overview and apply this phase-field
model to a prototypical binary A-B alloy system
which is exposed to oxygen environment. The total
free energy is expressed by28–30

F ¼ r
V

w � g n;/ð Þ þ 1

2
jn rnð Þ2þ 1

2
j/ r/ð Þ2

�

þ 1

Vm
h nð Þ � fA2O3

þ h /ð Þ � fBO

�

þ 1 � h nð Þ � h /ð Þð Þ � f c cO; cA

� ���
dV

ð1Þ

where the definitions of the parameters are listed in
Table I. The independent variables in the functional
are the A and O composition cA, cO as well as the
order parameters n and / for two artificial oxides
A2O3 and BO, respectively. The expressions of the
free energy terms f A2O3

; f BO; f
c cO; cAð Þ are taken

from the thermodynamic database31 where simpli-
fied chemical potentials of Al-Ni-O are adopted for
the A-B-O system by replacing the mixing enthalpy
terms with a constant. This simplification ensures
that the equilibrium compositions of A and O for
forming A2O3 lie in the range of 10-5-10-3, which
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guarantees that the numerical iterations are con-
verged. The oxidation temperature in this work is
set as 1000 �C (1273 K), where BO is only
stable when cO > 0:03, which corresponds to ca. 103

atm. Thus, it is safe to only consider A2O3 and the
corresponding oxidation reaction in the simulations.
The governing kinetic equations in this model can
be derived based on variational derivatives on the
total free energy expression and linear kinetics:

@n
@t ¼ �Ln w @g

@n � jnr2nþ 1
Vm

@h
@n

1
5lA2O3

� 2
5l

c
A � 3

5l
c
O

� �h i

ð2Þ

@c
O

@t ¼ r � DO nð Þ
RT r dF

dc
O

ð3Þ

@c
A

@t ¼ r � DA nð Þ
RT r dF

dc
A

ð4Þ

where the local diffusivities DA nð Þ and DO nð Þ are
determined by an interpolation function based on
the local oxide order parameter n:

DO nð Þ ¼ 1 � h nð Þð ÞD0
O þ h nð ÞDA2O3

O
ð5Þ

DA nð Þ ¼ 1 � h nð Þð ÞD0
A þ h nð ÞDA2O3

A
ð6Þ

In Eq. 2, the double well potential is g nð Þ ¼ n4 �
2n3 þ n2 with the double well height w = 4.29 � 109

J/m3 and the gradient energy coefficient jn ¼ 1.77 �
10-7 J/m. The free energy and chemical potentials of
A2O3, A and oxygen are taken from Al-Ni-O
database by Ross et al.31 We adopted the Al-Ni-O
thermodynamic database for this prototypical A-B-
O system by substituting the interaction terms with

constants, and the final equilibrium composition for
A and O is within the order of 10-4 to 10-3 for the
reaction.

Figure 1a shows the typical system setup for the
simulation. In this setup, several points should be
clarified:

�Only the A-B matrix and oxide regions are
simulated, while the oxygen gas phase is not
explicitly simulated. Instead, the physical and
chemical adsorption 1=2O2 $ O is considered at
the oxygen-matrix interface and assumed to be
instantaneous. As a result, the surface oxygen
composition serves as a boundary condition for the
simulations.

�Oxide nuclei are initially added into the system
with identical sizes. Overlap of nuclei is allowed
while initializing.

�The composition of A, cA, is fixed to be the initial
composition c0

A at the right boundary in Fig. 1a. This
treatment ensures that cA would not be depleted
when the oxidation reaction is ongoing, mimicking a
semi-infinite system where the A component is
always supplied from the deep side of the matrix.

�Periodic boundary condition is applied to the
upper/lower boundary (y direction).

�In this work, the external oxidation is deter-
mined by whether a continuous A2O3 has formed
during the oxidation process, while a continuous
A2O3 layer is defined by A2O3 connecting the upper
bound with the lower bound of the simulation
region. In this case, the corrosion resistance to
oxidation is already set up by the continuous
protective layer, as the left side of the layer mainly
consists of B, which will not be oxidized since the
oxygen partial pressure is not large enough to
stabilize BO thermodynamically.

Table I. The description for variables and parameters that are used in the model

Parameter Description

n A2O3 order parameter
/ BO order parameter
cA, c0

A
A composition, initial A composition

cdep
A

Initial A composition in IOZ

cO; cS O composition, surface O composition
f A2O3

; f BO; f
c cO; cAð Þ Free energy density of A2O3, BO, and matrix c

jn; j/ Gradient energy coefficients
g n;/ð Þ Double well potential
h nð Þ;h /ð Þ Interpolation function
DA;DO Diffusivity of A and O

D0
A;D

0
O

Diffusivity of A and O in the matrix phase

DA2O3

A ;DA2O3

O
Diffusion mobility of A and O in A2O3

w Height of double well potential

Vm;Voxide
m

Molar volume of the matrix, and the oxide

Ln Linear reaction coefficient for A2O3

lX Chemical potential of certain species X
f V Volume fraction of A2O3 in the IOZ
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Besides, extra simplifications and notes are
expressed in the following:

�The diffusivities of oxygen and component A in

the matrix, D0
O and D0

A, are assumed to be constants,
and the local diffusivities (i.e., DO and DA) are
functions of the local A2O3 order parameter n based

on Eqs. 5–6. In this work, we use D0
O ¼ 1.7 9 10-20

m2/s and D0
A = 6.4 9 10-19 m2/s; the diffusivities of A

and O are assumed to be two orders of magnitude
lower in A2O3 than those in matrix.

�The effect of electric fields is not considered,
since the size of simulations is on the order of 10-6

m, which is much larger than the Debye limit of
typical structural alloys.

�The molar volume of the oxide is assumed to be
the same as the A-B matrix, so the volume expan-
sion during oxidation is neglected.

In the oxidation process described by this model,
the entire evolutionary process can be treated as the
coupling of reactional and diffusional processes: The
chemical potentials for A and oxygen in the matrix,
lcA and lcO, are positively correlated to cA and cO,
respectively. At the beginning, cA and cO near the
oxide-matrix interface are large enough so that the
term 1

5 lA2O3
� 2

5 l
c
A � 3

5 l
c
O < 0, so the oxide grows.

Since the compositions in unit volume cannot
support the oxidation in unit volume, local compo-
sitions may become low enough to prevent further
oxidation process without diffusion. As a result, the

system may sustain the oxidation process with the
coupling of diffusion process while keeping the
steady reaction process.

THE OXIDATION RESULTS
UNDER DIFFERENT COMPOSITIONS

In Wagner’s theory,16 where Zhao’s model origi-
nates, the oxide grows from x ¼ 0 to the positive x
direction in a 1D model, where the so-called couple-
current equation is solved:

� 2
3 DO

@cO xð Þ
@x jn tð Þ�;t¼ DA

@cA xð Þ
@x jn tð Þþ;t ð7Þ

where cO xð Þ and cA xð Þ are compositional fields in the
1D system. The oxide-matrix interface at time t is
located at n tð Þ ¼ 2c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DOt

p
by assuming a diffusion-

limited oxidation situation where c is a constant
coefficient. By solving Eq. 7 together with mass
conservation and steady-state diffusion equations
for A and oxygen, we get the expressions of c and f V :

exp c2ð Þerfcffiffiffi
u

p
exp c2uð Þerfc c

ffiffiffi
u

pð Þ ¼
2
3

cS

c0
A

ð8Þ

fV ¼ c0
A

p1=2cu1=2 exp c2uð Þerfc cu1=2ð Þ
ð9Þ

where u ¼ DO=DA. In Zhao’s model,17 D0
O and D0

A
are used instead of DO and DA after the introduction
of effective diffusivities. More importantly, the

Fig. 1. Oxidation simulation setup and exemplary simulated profiles. (a) Schematic initial setup for the simulations. (b) Cross-section view of the
initial compositional profiles and A2O3 order parameter profile. (c)–(f) Evolution profiles for A2O3 at t = 0, 5000, 10000 and 15000 s.
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assumptions c � 1 and cu1=2 � 1 are employed in
solving Eqs. 8–9 to obtain explicit solution expres-
sions. These assumptions are equivalent to

cS=c0
A � D0

A=D0
O � 1, and then we get from

Eqs. 8–9 that

c � 3p1=2cS

4c0
A

ffiffiffiffiffi
DO

DA

q
ð10Þ

f 0
V � 4 c0

Að Þ2
D0

A

3pcSD0
O

: ð11Þ

Here, we use f 0
V to denote the initial volume

fraction for the oxidation process in Zhao’s model. In
the meantime, the volume of newly formed internal

oxide layer f
0

V can be expressed by volume fraction

of adjacent layer f V , i.e., f V � 4 c0
Að Þ2

D0
A

3pcSDeff
O f Vð Þ. With the

f V � Deff
O relationship extracted from experimental

findings: DO
eff f Vð Þ ¼ D0

O
2 1�f Vð Þ

2þf V
. Zhao derived the

oxide volume fraction of the newly formed internal

oxide layer f
0

V as

f
0

V ¼ m

mþ Z�1�fV
2þfV

�1

	 

ð12Þ

where m ¼ Voxide
m =Vm is the ratio of the molar volume

of the oxide and the matrix which is assumed to be

unity in this work. Z ¼ 3pcSD0
O

2D0
A c0

Að Þ2 is a material param-

eter, which is a function of surface oxygen compo-
sition cS, initial A composition c0

A and the

diffusivities D0
A and D0

O in the matrix. Based on

Eq. 12, f
0

V is solely dependent on the value of Z for a

given f V ; a smaller Z would lead to a larger f
0

V ,
making it more likely to form a continuous layer. In
other words, a larger c0

A or smaller cS leads to
external oxidation if the diffusivities for a certain
alloy are treated as constants.

Next, we explore the internal-external oxidation
transition by phase-field simulations. We performed
a series of simulations with similar nuclei setup but
different alloy and oxygen compositions. Figure 1a
shows the schematic setup for the simulations. The
total simulation size is Lx 	 Ly ¼ 5lm 	 2lm with
nx 	 ny ¼ 1000*400 meshes (mesh size is 5 nm*5
nm). The area of 0:25lm 	 2lm near the oxygen-
matrix interface is the initial IOZ. This area is
initialized with randomly distributed round nuclei
with a uniform radius of 50 nm. The initial f V for
this area is kept as 0.2 for all simulations. In
addition, the initial A composition for the initial IOZ

is decreased to cdep
A ¼ 0:01c0

A for the compensation of
initial nuclei, and the initial oxygen composition
profile is initialized to decrease gradually from cS at

surface (left) to c0
O ¼ 10�4 in the bulk. Simulations

have shown that the change of depletion composi-
tions do not lead to any visible changes in the

oxidation results for the range cdep
A < 10�3 and

c0
O < 10�3. Refer to Fig. 1b for a cross-section view

of the initial setup profiles. Figure 1c–f shows one
set of representative evolution profiles for the order
parameter n for the case with c0

A ¼ 0:05 and
cS ¼ 0:005. The simulation results clearly indicate
an internal oxidation with oxide particles growing
horizontally into the matrix without much lateral
growth necessary for the formation of a protective
scale. It should be noted that the oxygen and A
component are continuously supplied from the left
bound (surface) and right bound (deep matrix) of the
simulation region, respectively, so the oxidation
process would continue and the system would not
reach equilibrium. To judge the oxidation results,
the simulations are stopped when one of the follow-
ing conditions is met: (1) oxidation process has gone
through enough time; (2) a continuous layer has
formed (i.e., external oxidation); (3) oxide phase
reaches 1/3 of the total depth (x direction).

The simulated oxidation morphologies with vary-
ing c0

A and cS are plotted in Fig. 2a and b shows the
oxidation diagram. For the cases with a fixed cS, a
clear transition from internal to external oxidation
can be observed with an increasing c0

A. The transi-

tion with cS ¼ 0:005 occurs at 0:08 < c0
A < 0:09, while

the critical composition is c0
A � 0:09 with cS ¼ 0:01.

According to the analytical model proposed by Zhao
et al.,17 the transition line on the oxidation diagram

should satisfy cS= c0
A

� �2 ¼ const: Our model also
captures the internal-external oxidation transition
with increasing c0

A, but the internal-external tran-
sition does not occur while changing cS. This is

mainly due to the prerequisite cS=c0
A � D0

A=D0
O � 1

to obtain the analytical expression of Z. Here, we
examine the differences between Eqs. 10 and 11 and
numerically solved Eqs. 8 and 9 by using different

sets of parameters (cS, c0
A, D0

A, D0
O), and the results

are shown in Table II. When cS=c0
A ¼ 10�4 and

D0
A=D0

O ¼ 0:01, the condition cS=c0
A � D0

A=D0
O � 1 is

satisfied, and the deviation between accurate and
approximated Z is< 3%. This difference increases to

ca. 29% when cS=c0
A ¼ 10�2 and D0

A=D0
O ¼ 0:1 where

the condition cS=c0
A � D0

A=D0
O � 1 is barely met. In

this work, D0
A=D0

O ¼ 1=60, and cS ¼ 0:005 or 0:01
when c0

A ¼ 0:08 are examined. For these two cases,

far from meeting the condition cS=c0
A � D0

A=D0
O � 1,

the differences increase to ca. 10 and 20 fold,
respectively, indicating that Zhao’s model is no
longer applicable to these situations. It should be
noted that the minimum composition ratio is
cS=c0

A � 0:05 for the case with c0
A ¼ 0:05 since the

equilibrium oxygen composition is around 2 9 10-3

based on the chemical potential data in this work, so
the simulations that meet the analytical require-
ment are not feasible. Moreover, the two cases
result in a similar Z despite a two-time difference in
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cS, which means that the oxidation results for cS ¼
0:005 and 0:01 with c0

A ¼ 0:08 should be similar
based on the exact solution of Zhao’s model. The
investigation in turn suggests that our oxidation
diagram is consistent with the analytical expres-
sions without the simplifications. It should be noted
that there are still many other factors that can
influence the oxidation results and hence the pre-
diction. For example, oxide nuclei properties may
significantly influence the oxidation results, which
will be discussed in Section ‘‘Effect of Nuclei Setup
on the Oxidation Results’’.

EFFECT OF NUCLEI SETUP
ON THE OXIDATION RESULTS

Zhao’s analytical model predicts the resulting

oxide connectivity by constructing the f V � Deff
O

relation, and then the evolution of f V is determined

by the material parameter Z. However, Deff
O is not

only the function of f V as the nuclei properties such
as nuclei shape and orientation can affect the
effective diffusivity.28 Meanwhile, the interfacial
energy minimization can contribute to the coales-
cence of oxide particles, so the nuclei size and
distribution can also affect the connectivity of
oxides. In the following subsections, we will inves-
tigate the effect of nuclei size, shape and distribu-
tion on the oxidation results for the same initial
compositions and f V .

Effect of nuclei size

A series of simulations are performed with initial
cS ¼ 0:005 and c0

A ¼ 0:08. The simulation setup is
similar to that in Fig. 1a–b with initial f V and IOZ
size being the same. Different nuclei radii R ¼ 15,
25, 35 and 50 nm are used, and the evolution
profiles for n are shown in Fig. 3a–d with t = 400,
2000 and 9000 s, respectively, where only the area

Fig. 2. Oxidation diagram for A2O3 from simulation results with varying alloy and oxygen compositions. (a) Final oxide morphologies with
cS ¼ 0:005 and 0:01, c0

A ¼ 0:07; 0:08 and 0:09. (b) Simulation results plotted in a 2D oxidation map. The black line indicates the transition line
between internal oxidation and external oxidation.

Table II. Comparison between the accurate numerical solution of Wagner’s theory and Zhao’s analytical
model with simplifications

Case DO=DA cS=c
0
A caccurate capprox cerror Zaccurate Zapprox Zerror

1 100 10-4 1.310910-3 1.329910-3 0.015 0.9151 0.9425 0.030
2 10 0.01 0.0370 0.0420 0.135 7.299 9.434 0.292
3 3 0.111 0.1800 0.2556 0.420 16.06 31.10 0.937
4 60 0.0625 0.1981 0.6436 2.249 34.39 353.4 9.27
5 60 0.125 0.2857 1.2871 3.505 36.76 706.7 18.2

In these cases, c0
A ¼ 0:05

The error values are obtained by cerror ¼
caccurate�capproxj j

caccurate
and Zerror ¼

Zaccurate�Zapproxj j
Zaccurate
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0.8 lm � 2 lm near the surface is shown. Figure 3a–
c shows that A2O3 scales have formed for the cases
with initial nuclei radius R 
 35 nm, and the scale
forms more quickly when the initial nuclei radius is
smaller.

To measure Deff
O for situations with different oxide

nuclei radii, steady-state diffusion equations are
solved in a 2 lm � 2 lm system with nx � ny ¼ 400 �
400 meshes (mesh size is 5 nm), where round nuclei
with uniform radii are randomly distributed while

keeping f V the same. The Deff
O is obtained by hJi ¼

�Deff
O rcO after measuring the average flux hJi

across one direction (e.g., x direction) where fixed
concentrations are applied at the two boundaries,
respectively.32 Two sets of simulations are per-
formed with f V ¼ 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. In one
simulation set, nuclei radius changes from 5 nm to
50 nm (1 grid point to 10 grid point). For each nuclei
radius, ten simulations with different random seeds
are performed. Figure 4a shows the distribution of
nuclei for one case with nuclei radius R = 25 nm and

f V ¼ 0.3. The calculated diffusivity ratios Deff
O =D0

O
for f V ¼ 0.2 and 0.3 are plotted in Fig. 4b. According

to Fig. 4b, Deff
O is almost a constant despite visible

Fig. 3. Evolution of oxide morphologies for the case c0
A ¼ 0:08; cS ¼ 0:005, with initial nuclei radius R = (a) 15 nm, (b) 25 nm, (c) 35 nm, (d) 50

nm, respectively.

Fig. 4. Calculation of effective diffusivity with nuclei of different radii. (a) Distribution of nuclei for one case with f V ¼ 0:3 and nuclei radius
R ¼ 25nm. (b) Simulation results for f V ¼ 0:2 and 0:3 with R ranging from 5 nm to 50 nm. For each nuclei radius, ten simulations with different
random seeds are performed.
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but irregular fluctuations with nuclei size. Thus, the
impact of nuclei radius on the oxidation results
cannot be explained by their influence on the
effective diffusivity. Considering that more initial
particles would be needed for a case with smaller
nuclei radius at a given f V , this would lead to
shorter distance among oxide particles overall mak-
ing it easier to coalesce with the driving force to
minimize the interfacial energy. Hence, the scale
forms more quickly with smaller initial nuclei as
observed in Fig. 3.

Effect of Nuclei Shape and Distribution

Figure 5 shows the simulation results with
cS ¼ 0:005, c0

A ¼ 0:08, initial f V ¼ 0:2 and different
nuclei orientations. Figure 5a and b are schematic
plots for the initial setups with both cases initialized
with rectangular-shaped oxide nuclei with an aspect
ratio of 3:1. In Fig. 5a and b, the oxide particles are
initialized with major axis being vertical or parallel
to the surface, respectively. Figure 5c and d show
the evolution results for the cases of Fig. 5a and b,
respectively, and a significant difference is observed
in the oxidation results. The case with major axis of
the nuclei being vertical to the surface (Fig. 5b and
d) results in internal oxidation, while the other case
results in external oxidation. In our previous work,

the effective diffusivity Deff
O has been calculated

with different nuclei shapes and orientations, which
demonstrates that the nuclei shape and orientation
do impact the effective diffusivity even with the
same f V . To conclude, the nuclei shape and distri-
bution affect the oxidation results.

SUMMARY

In this work, we investigated the effect of compo-
sitions and nuclei setups on the oxidation results
using a recently developed phase-field modeling
framework. The oxidation diagram with respect to
alloy composition and surface oxygen composition is
plotted, which is qualitatively consistent with the
state-of-the-art analytical model. The quantitative
difference is the result of some simplifications
adopted in the analytical model, which helps obtain
explicit solutions but loses generality. In addition,
the effects of nuclei size, shape and distribution are
studied, showing that all the factors contribute to
impacting the oxidation kinetics. Under the same
composition and oxide volume fraction in the IOZ,
smaller nuclei seem to promote formation of contin-
uous oxide layers. The nuclei shape and distribution
also affect the oxidation kinetics because of the
change of the effective diffusivities. The model can
be applied to elucidate the oxidation mechanisms
for different structural alloys and provide some
quantitative information for designing oxidation-
resistant structural alloys.
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